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NFTS Launches new Animation 
Course with Aardman

The NFTS has launched a new animation 
course in partnership with the Aardman Ani-
mations to meet the growing demand for 
animators in the UK.

The exciting new three-month Certificate in 
Character Animation course will be taught 
by industry professionals.

Loyd Price (Head of Animation at Aardman) 
said: “The UK is very much a powerhouse 
of animation at the moment. Our continued 
success at Aardman and that of others such 
as the NFTS means that people are travel-
ling to the UK from all over the world to learn 
our style of stop frame and CG animation. 
We’d like to build on that success by devel-
oping home-grown talent to work in this ex-
citing entertainment industry.” 

EA lays off 
900 employees

During a conference call discussing its 
year-end financials yesterday, Electronic 
Arts revealed that it laid off approximately 
900 employees worldwide as part of an 
“organizational restructuring” initiative.

Emphasizing that its business was in a pe-
riod of transition due to the coming launch 
of next-generation consoles, EA CFO 
Blake Jorgensen announced company-
wide plans to “reduce [its] overall head-
count by approximately 10 percent,” in an 
attempt to reduce costs. EA employed an 
estimated 9,000 workers across its studi-
os, according to its last official employee 
count in March of 2012. 

The latest round of layoffs cost EA $16 
million in severance payments.

Maya Visual Effects The Innovator’s Guide - Professional Maya art-
ists have to think on their feet. It’s nothing for them to receive just vague 
sketches or incomplete ideas of what the studio wants and have to come 
up with something brilliant. If you’re an intermediate to advanced Maya 
user, Maya Visual Effects: The Innovator’s Guide, Second Edition is what 
you need to meet the challenge. Professional Maya artist Eric Keller offers 
inspired solutions and hands-on projects, as well as numerous practical 
shortcuts and deadlines, so you learn to produce innovative CG assets 
from scratch, using Maya, on a deadline.

Mastering UDK Game Development  - Eight projects specifically de-
signed to help you exploit the Unreal Development Kit to its full potential. 
Guides you through advanced projects that help augment your skills with 
UDK by practical example. Learn about advanced aspects of UDK game 
development, ranging from the creation of a 2D-style platformer to build-
ing your very own Western-RPG style inventory system using Scaleform. 
You’ll discover how you can exploit UDK to the fullest extent, making it pos-
sible to create a series of exciting projects all within the UDK Editor. Perfect 
for level designers who want to take their skills to the next level.

http://www.amazon.com/Maya-Visual-Effects-Innovators-Guide/dp/1118441605/ref=sr_1_5?ie=UTF8&qid=1368863219&sr=8-5&keywords=maya
http://www.amazon.com/Mastering-Game-Development-John-Doran/dp/1849695601/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1368863872&sr=8-3&keywords=udk
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Interview with
 Dani Garcia

Knowing the software 
& practicing will im-
prove your skills but 
I would say being tal-

ented has some weight 
in the quality of your 

works

Hello Dani, could you tell us a bit about yourself and your background in CG and from 
where you have taken some training?

I’m 31 years old, from Barcelona, and I’ve been working in this field for around 10 years, some-
times as a freelance and sometimes working in CG or video games companies. I started learn-
ing CG when I was 18, after buying a couple of 3ds max books, and I also did a major that was 
partially related to 3D graphics (as they weren’t any specific ones where I was living by that time), 
and finally a one year master to learn Maya. Since then, the internet has been the best way to 
get more training, there are many tutorials around.

Currently where you are working and what 
your nature of job?

I’m working as a freelance artist right now. I’m 
most asked to create hairstyles for cinematic 
characters, but I’m also asked to create full 
characters from time to time, and I’m also 
working as a tutor in a 3d online school.

Your portfolio contains lots of realistic 
images of girls, what’s the reason of not 
choosing any other creation of God?

I’ve also made several male characters and 
animals, and even some other kind of crea-
tures, like zombies or demons, but I usually 
only show personal works in my gallery, and 
it’s true that most of them show female char-
acters.
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I can’t spend the amount of time I would like to spend on personal projects, because professional 
projects have priority, so when I have time to work in one of my projects, I prefer to spend time 
working on something I enjoy doing, and female characters are much more appealing to me, I 
think visually the female body is more attractive and appealing than the male one.

That being said, at some point I want to find time to work on some kind of animal for a realistic 
image. Considering I’ve been working a lot with Hairfarm the last couple of years, I think some 
kind of hairy mammal will be interesting to do.
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Which software’s and renderer you use to create your image? Have you any trick for get-
ting a good quality realistic or toon image?

I use 3ds Max and Mental Ray for rendering. I don’t think I do anything special in that regard, I 
only try to spend enough time configuring lights, materials and textures.

I try to have photographic references for everything I will have on the scene, and that includes 
references for the materials and lighting, and sometimes it’s easier to render different passes and 
compose them later than trying to get a perfect render in a single render. Post-production work 
on the render once that is done will also help to improve the final result, tweaking the colors or 
the contrast of the image, adding DoF effects or degrading the final image a little bit by adding 
some amount of noise so it looks more like a photograph and not like a render.

Do you do any prelimi-
nary drawing about the 
character before start 
the modeling? Which is 
your preferred method 
of modeling- Polygon, 
subdivision or Nurbs?

Unfortunately, my draw-
ing skills are too low to 
create useful drawn refer-
ences, but I usually pre-
fer to have some kind of 
reference before starting 
to model anything, so I 
usually work with photo-
graphic “collages” I cre-
ate in Photoshop to get 
a rough idea of how the 
character I have in mind 
will look.

With most of my charac-
ters I prefer to create a 
low res mesh using po-
lygonal modeling (or to 
reuse and modify an old 
one, as that reduces the 
time I have to spend to 
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create it), and as soon as I can I like to send it to ZBrush to start sculpting it.

Please tell us in detail about your image Jenni, how much time you spend on the creation 
of this image? 

That’s hard to say, I know I started with that project at some point in 2011, but I had to pause it 
and was on hold for more than a year as I had too much work and couldn’t spend time on per-
sonal projects. After that, I was able to work on it from time to time between other projects, so I 
don’t know how long it really took me to do it, but I know I started it about a couple of years ago.

I used a base mesh I have done, so I didn’t have to create the mesh in max and I could start work-
ing in ZBrush to do all the sculpt-
ing. I only worked on the head, 
the body was not going to be 
seen so I didn’t worry about that. 
Once the sculpting was done I 
exported the head to the max, 
with the displacement and nor-
mal maps, and started working 
on the lighting, textures (which I 
created in Photoshop) and ma-
terials. I was able to test a cou-
ple of different Mental Ray skin 
materials I found (that’s a good 
thing about personal projects, I 
can spend time testing features 
I won’t be able to test on a com-
missioned project), and as I had 
some references, I could work 
on the lighting and materials to 
make them look as in those ref-
erences for both shots.

I used Hairfarm to create the 
hair, eyebrows, eyelashes and 
the fuzz on the skin. Once I had 
everything done, I rendered sev-
eral passes (color, reflection, AO, 
hair...) and composed them in 
Photoshop. After tweaking a little 
bit the colors and adding some 
noise to the images, the project 
was finished.
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Have you any tricks and your own “know-hows” which you gained with experience during 
your work? Are there any skills and techniques you’d like to acquire?

In the process of creating a new image I always try to test something new, or something I’m not 
100% sure how to do when I start, as testing it is the best way to learn how to do it or how to 
improve something you already know how to do. In this last project I experimented a lot with skin 
materials and lighting, and I learnt a lot. The funny thing is that once I finished this project, I read 
that a new skin material for Mental Ray was hidden in max 2013 and that an even better version 
might be released in the next Mental Ray update, so I will probably have to learn about those new 
materials again, but it was worth it anyway.

I’m always trying to improve the process of cre-
ating characters, so any new technique or tool 
that appears in that regard is something I will 
like to learn. There’s also something I would 
like to learn but I probably don’t have the ability 
and time to do it, and that’s 2D drawing. I’ve al-
ways admired how fast compared to 3d artists 
they can create stunning 2D images.

How do you manage to combine your per-
sonal life and work? Do you have any hob-
bies? Is it easy for you to find the time for 
your family, friends?

Working from home makes that easier, as I 
don’t spend time each day going to work and 
back, and I can easily organize my work time 
to fit better with my personal life. Sometimes I 
may have a week or two where I have to spend 
more time working in order to finish the projects 
and meet the deadlines, but I usually can man-
age it well.

I do have hobbies, I like to spend time playing video games, reading, watching tv series... and I 
could probably say that creating 3d images is also my hobby, not just my work. 

Do you believe in ‘talent’ or just daily practice and understanding concepts will help?

I guess you need a combination of both. Knowing the software and practicing will improve your 
skills for sure, but I would say being talented has some weight in the quality of your works, or at 
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least, it will help you reach your goals faster.

This field requires you to spend many hours practicing to get good results, and the more you 
work, the better you become at it, so as long as you have some artistic ‘talent’ you will get good 
results if you work enough.

Which tips and advice you like to give the upcoming artists, how they can create realistic 
models, what is necessary to generate photorealistic characters?

Practice is the most important thing. You obviously need to know the tools, and there are courses 
and tutorials that can help with that, but once you know them, the more you practice the better 
you will become.

It’s also important to use refer-
ences on every stage, not just 
when you are modeling, but 
also when you are texturing, 
creating the materials, lights, 
hair, posing the character... I 
have thousands of references 
I’ve organized in each category 
so I easily find them when I’m 
working on each stage.

On which projects you are 
working these days, and 
which project you enjoying 
the most.

Most of the work I ask to do 
these days require me to create 
hairstyles for characters, and 
those can be fun, especially if 
I’m working on a complex curly 
or wavy hairstyle.

Regarding my personal works, 
after finishing this character I 
was working on, Jenni, I wanted 
to change a bit and work on a 
more cartoony character, so I’m still in the early stages but I really want to work on that project 
and see if I can get a nice appealing result for this character.
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Anything you like to add? It is your chance now to state your opinion about anything!

I want to thank you for the interview, I hope it was an interesting read. What I like about this field is 
not only the satisfaction you get when you finally finish a project you’ve been working on, but also 
how easy it is to share it with the world and to see what other people is creating, so I just want to 
encourage people who are starting on the field or want to improve their skills to keep practicing 
and working on personal projects, and to share them with the community, as I think that’s the best 
way to improve, and that will also inspire other people to work on their own projects.

Web - www.woodys3d.com

Email - woody@woodys3d.com
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PHOTOSHOP

Making of
 The World is Bleeding
Hello guys, my name is Lukas and today I’m going to share with you insight of one of my latest 
artwork “The World Is Bleeding” and share with you some techniques I have used for the creation 
of that artwork. But first of all I’d like to thanx to CGArena for giving me the opportunity to share 
these things with you. I truly believe you will enjoy this “Making of” and you will find out some of 
tips & tricks handy for you. 

For those who could be interested, here’s my short background - I was born in 1984 in Slovakia, 
Europe. I’m completely self-though. I’ve started 4+ years ago when I fell into a passion with digital 
art. At this present I work as a freelancer focused mainly on 2D production and post production, 
matte-painting and photo retouching. Also I try to keep moving forward towards new advanced 
production techniques and area of 3d graphics as well. 

GETTING STARTED

Before we start I think I should say that “The World Is Bleeding” is the title of record this artwork 
was used for as a cover. From this point of view you can understand why sometimes this artwork 
doesn’t follow all artistic rules, why the perspective & composition - simply it’s a 3 panel album 
cover artwork, around 4500x1500px resolution. Ok, here we go.

The brief was clear - I was supposed to create some kind of post apocalyptic environment of 
destroyed city with the visualization of the “bad guy”, the agent of supreme power who is respon-
sible for all that doom in the center of the focus with several victims all around begging for help. 

First of all I did some very rough initial sketches. After approval I’ve started to gathering resources 
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BY  LUKAS LANCKO, SLOVAKIA

(you can see some below) and inspiring imag-
es. Speaking of inspiration images I was looking 
for action movie screenshots, post apocalyptic 
matte painting and concept arts and browsed lot 
the internet actually. Speaking of debris refer-
ences I’ve to thank to extremely awesome free 
texture library at 3dtotal website. The man and 
the victims were shot by photographer on de-
mand.

LAYERING AND STRUCTURE

I reconstructed the artwork main layers struc-
ture here from my alpha masks. I use to save 
them for speeding up your work, better organi-
zation and faster selection of particular areas 
later on. I graded them by grayscale shades just 
to achieve kinda fake sense of depth just for 
rough demonstration of image structure. 

Ok, here I reconstructed rough initial stages of laying down the rough photo plates. This stage 
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was about quite basics of photo manipulation. This means I spend hours with masking and mix-
ing things together to make everything blend seamlessly. I decided to create a whole environ-
ment at first and do the final post production and color grading at the end. 

I ended with this kind of setup where I keep all the elements on separate layers, just in case Id 
need to more, re-arrange or tweak particular parts of the image. I duplicated one flatten layer 
where I could sketch things like chimneys destruction and so on. You can also see the initial pos-
ing of the model in the center of focus. Ok, but here we go again step by step.

BACKGROUND

I’ve started with kind of bluish/brown gradient layer which I brighten up later on. I wanted to 
match the sky tones with the original skies from debris photo plates. I set up the perspective grid 
as well. I do this just on a regular basis and turn it on & off during production. 

I   started to lay down the sky plates and mix them with the gradient layer. I brighten up gradient 
layer to make it work better with the blending modes (overlay, screen, multiply, etc.). Again, just 
classic photo manipulation extension technique. What I did was laying down photo parts and 
making transitions smooth with layer mask and big round basic brush with low opacity. At this 
stage I used quite a lot clone stamp tool, spot healing brush and over paint particular parts as 
well. I experimented with blending modes to achieve more detail density here and there. At the 
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end I flatten all sky layers and applied a hi - pass filter to make the details pop up and sharpen. 
Also I duplicate this sharpened layer and proceed fake HDR effect on it, desaturate and set the 
blending mode to overlay with low opacity.

I continued with the city. I picked up a great shot of Denver, I believe. This plate took maybe one 
third of the artwork, so again I masked the buildings with the pen tool, then I cut off few buildings 
off so I could populate the artwork with them and create new city shape rhythm. Of course, I ad-
justed the saturation, levels, contrast and so on.

I added a couple of FX layers like additional key light created with gradient tool on a transpar-
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ent layer (I added black background only for demonstration) with solid>transparent setting and 
slightly yellowish color. I added a layer mask and masked out part of the city I didn’t want to be 
affected by this light layer. I set up blending mode to soft light and 90% opacity.

I continued with adding the fog pass. I created a group of 3 transparent layers which was made 
by 3 different brushes (see the details below), gray/slightly bluish color and shape dynamics 
turned on (via Brush palette). Reason why I put these three layers into the group was that I 
wanted to add group layer mask later to achieve slightly more control over this pass in general.

The next step  after compositing of city layer, additional key light layer, fog pass and retouch WAS 
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paint over flatten layer. I dodged & burned the buildings to make it match more with direction of 
key light, adjusted saturation, contrast and levels. I duplicated city layer & added hi-pass filter 
again and set the blending mode to Overlay. I also painted building shapes in far away behind 
the city. It was about simple rectangle brush and 2-3 color shades I picked up from the sky layer, 
nothing fancy but it helped a bit to achieve more sense of aerial perspective. I put this layer un-
derneath the city layer and merged everything. Then the funny part came. I retouched the build-
ings and paint over all destroyed parts.

Last pass were crowds of birds. You can do 
this very easily. Find free photography, de-
saturate it, adjust the levels to make it almost 
black & white and set the blending mode to 
multiply and 70-80% opacity. Maybe this lay-
er it’s not extremely obvious, but it helps to 
achieve a sense of movement a little bit.

ENVIRONMENT

Ok, I had a got initial setup already. I started with the building on the right side. I wanted to rotate 
the building to support the perspective. It was done by a mix of masking, free & distort transform, 
clone stamp tool and over paint. As I mentioned I spent hours with masking things out. For in-
stance the windows of constructions you can see below. I knew I want to create more depth and 
environment behind. Also I wanted to add some broken glass there so I went ahead with polygo-
nal lasso & pen tool. I masked out all layers and elements and made everything blend together 
seamlessly. In this case I found handy mixing of spot healing brush and clone stamp tool with 
irregular brush with size, angle and roundness jitter turned on Shape dynamics, you can find in 
Brush palette. Feel free to experiment a lot with it and find out what works for you. Here and there 
also paint over seam areas if needed and shadows as well.

I continued with the making of windows I’ve masked before. I simply created few solid color 
layers, lowered opacity and tweaked their final shapes. I was after creating of shattered broken 
glass. I painted the edges and some cracked areas here and there. When I finished them I flat-
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ten all the window glass layers, created and clipped new layer I’ve copy-pasted composite of few 
concrete textures to add more dirt and texture to the glass. Of course I adjusted this texture layer 
and played around with the blending modes a bit. Then I boosted brightness here and there in 
general and at this stage came the saved masks very handy.

Here comes the funny part again. Destruction of the chimneys. You can see below the original 
state, suggested destruction done via quick paint on the layer mask with an irregular brush with 
random settings and the final stage at the right side. So what I’ve done was after suggesting the 
range of destruction was that I cut the chimney off to separate layer just because of better control 
purpose. I cloned some chunk for creating the back side of open hole in the chimney. I played 
around with masking, gradient tool which helped me to create the 3d feel of chimney wall. For 
the hole edge I used few samples of small brick debris I just squashed and positioned all around. 
I painted the rest of ladder, steel rods and cracks here and there. I preceded the other chim-
neys just like that as well. I also adjusted the overall lighting with the boosting the highlights and 
shadow areas by creating new layer, loading the chimneys masks and painting with the gradient 
tool. At the end I set up shadows for Multiply and highlights for the Screen and Overlay with the 
very subtle opacity.

I continued with adding more elements into a scene. I added street lamps to support a sense of 
depth. I decided to add cables to them and to the chimneys as well to achieve the more post-
apocalyptic feel. I had in my mind something in the vein of Sven Sauer matte paintings. Ok, so 
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here is the little trick how doing this cable work - pen tool. I simply drew the vector line, adjusted 
it if needed and then I clicked the right mouse button and choose Stroke path option and the 
cable was there. Do not forget to set your color, brush size and settings before you do that. I 
played with slightly different settings to make the cables less uniform and some closer towards 
the camera than the others.

When I was ok with the environment in general I felt there is still quite noticeable seam between 
environment itself and city in background. I wanted more randomness into this transition so I 
decided to add more details here and there. I just sampled the colors from the environment and 
paint over on a separate layer. I know it may vary, but I really like to keep more layers to have 
control over the structure of the artwork. I added some spikes, steel chunks, cables, piles of 
garbage, trees and so on. Some parts were cloned from the midground areas, resized and just 
adjusted with levels & saturation. 

The artwork still missed more sense of depth. It was quite challenging for me and I knew I have 
to find some way how to achieve it. I decided to add more atmospheric elements into artwork and 
to grade the environment elements with additional fog. Nothing fancy again, I just painted it again 
and masked areas which should be closer to camera or where should the fog stop like the wall 
below. I supported the depth illusion with adjusting the levels. For better preview of the levels I 
use the classic technique I’ve learned from one of great Feng Zhu’s videos. It’s about one solid 
black layer on the top of everything which blending mode is set to Saturation. When you turn 
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this layer on you will get grayscale artwork and can check the value reading easily. As I said the 
sense of depth was a big challenge for me and this little trick helped me out quite well. 

When I was completely done with the environment setup, blending, retouch, details and so on, I 
backed up my source group and continued with single flatten layer. I created a few more passes 
to achieve more control over the highlights and shadows. I boosted the darker values with the 
subtle vignette pass and second pass based on channel masks with Multiply blending mode. 
I also boosted the shadows and contrast with the additional shadows pass I gained from one 
of the channels with adjusted levels. For the highlights I just duplicated the whole environment 
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layer, turn the saturation to zero, cranked down the whites in Levels and in case of color dodge 
pass I used Gaussian blur filter. I wanted to add more texture and dirt to the environment in gen-
eral so I created again the grayscale concrete texture layer with very low opacity and the Overlay 
blending mode. I played with the values of texture a bit because I didn’t want to shift the values. 
At the end I sharpened whole thing with the hi-pass filter with very low settings. 

After this stage I was ready to go for post apocalyptic mood and make over from the let-say day-
light scene to dark greenish Fallout like mood. I used tons of adjustment layers like Brightness, 
Levels, Exposure, Hue/Saturation for decreasing the higher values. I wanted to make the colors 
more uniform so I used a lot Photo Filter, Solid color with blending mode set to Color and Gradi-
ent maps. Keep in mind be gentle with the Opacity. At the end I wanted to add more dark values 

so I add the vignette again as a Levels layer mask. To be honest now I think that would be much 
more clever to start with this mood from the beginning. It means I had to experiment a lot, I had 
to decrease the strong key light, keep eye on the details because I didn’t wanted to lose them, 
played around with new the another color dodge & screen layers to make sure I’m keeping the 
artwork balanced and so on. I also dodged & burned the whole artwork by simply creating the 
new layer and filled it with 50% grey color and set the blending mode for Opacity. This causes 
nothing in case its 50% grey, but every lighter or darker value affects the look of artwork beneath. 
Another classic technique I use a lot to enhance my artworks. So I’ve painted with black & white 
color with the classic brush and low opacity and it helped me out to support the areas like the 
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broken glass, chimney highlights and so on. At the end I punched the city & skies even more 
back with decreasing the dark values by another additional Levels adjustment.

THE MAN

Ok, here comes the man. At first I adjusted the basic settings in Camera Raw and then masked 
him out with the Pen tool because of the complex background and Channels didn’t work for me 
well in that case. Of course you can use any masking technique you are conformable with. I 
repeated that with multiple photography, I cut out the hands and stuff from. I added slightly dark 
brown shadow layer behind the whole setup and set the blending mode to Multiply to make it all 
pop out a little bit. I continued with adjusting the values with Brightness/Contrast and Levels ad-
justing layers. Then I adjusted the color tones with Color balance, Photo filter and Gradient map 
layers and also Solid color set blending mode to Color and low opacity to match the man with the 
rest of initial setup and balance all the other model elements as well.

So I’ve got the main setup done. Now was the time for the retouching. I added a few elements 
here and there, for instance small flag to underline some government connection. I used the 
Liquify filter for adjusting the overall body shape a little bit and also shrinking the nose later on.  I 
flattened whole set and continued with building up my composting stack and retouching. I dupli-
cated the layer and preceded fake HDR effect on it, adjusted saturation and levels, lowered the 
opacity to 35% and set the blending mode to Multiply to support shadows. I duplicated the fake 
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HDR layer, desaturated it, decreased the darks with Levels and set up for Overlay. I duplicated 
it all, flatten, and played around with the levels, sharpening to make pop the highlights up back 
again and lower opacity to 25%. Repeated similar process but I was after shadows again. It gave 
me more cool and contrast tones. At this stage it’s about subtle changes step by step, be patient, 
be gentle. 

I continued with color correction because I wanted more greenish tones to match the set with the 
environment and lowering the saturation. I created color dodge pass for bringing more details of 
the suit. Also I painted some additional shadows here and there on the main model and on the 
hands as well. Then I painted a several layers of bruises, wounds and blood splatters and set 
them to Overlay and Multiply and played around with the opacity until I was satisfied with the 
result. I created a new layer and painted the some highlights to pop up the burnt skin of a victim’s 
hands. I boosted details here and there, for instance the girls hairy bottom right. 

I wanted to boost the man’s suite more. From the beginning I knew I wanted to make his clothes 
really dirty, because of day after effect. I also wanted to pop up that suit stripes. So I played with 
new dodge and burnt layer around. Also I created a new layer, filled it with black and set up for 
Color Dodge blending mode and then painted with white color with low opacity again. This helped 
me to add rim light and pop up the cloth winkles and so on. I continued with several layers of cloth 
dirt. I painted them with custom brushes and yellowish color.
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POST PRODUCTION

When I was done with the model set I decided to add barb wire at the end. I’ve got these from a 
friend of mine Colin Marks (Rain Song Design) a very cool digital artist. He shot them somewhere 
in the UK I believe and was really kind to help me out. I wanted to add this element for support-
ing the war apocalypse kind of feeling. I also made another new layer for the shadow behind the 
man and at the very end I color corrected it as a whole again with the Hue/Saturation, Bright-
ness/Contrast and Levels adjustment layers to make it match the color tones even better with the 
rest of the artwork. As long I was dealing with a CD artwork I needed to bring the main focus in 
the middle of composition and even I was aware of my next step doesn’t exist in the real world I 
decided to separate the man more from the background by adding another light source directly 
behind the man. I added some kind of the halo glow effect as well. I decided to add the smoke 
too. I wanted to make him really evil, like the unstoppable, cold blooded machine walking through 
the war field. I just cut out a few smoke stocks and placed them over his shoulders, adjusted, 
flatten and set the blending mode for Screen and the main set was done.

At the very end I did few last FX passes. I experimented with the bloom effect, but I really like my 
details sharp, so I applied this kind of effect only on skies just a bit. I duplicated the skies layer, 
applied a Gaussian blur filter and lowered the opacity a lot. If you go high enough you can get 
the dreamy fantasy soft haze effect and that was not what I’m was after. I repeated this process 
with color dodge pass for some areas of the skies. I flatten whole artwork and created the very 
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last and subtle dodge and burn pass. Then I duplicated the whole artwork few times again for the 
final but subtle hi-pass sharpening. At the very end I created a solid black layer and applied Add 
noise filter, monochromatic option checked. Then I played with the Levels, Sharpen and Blur until 
I was satisfied with this Gain pass. I set the blending mode for Screen and lowered the opacity. 
This gave me a nice film grain effect.

CONCLUSION

Ok, I would like to thank to everyone who bear with me until the end of this Making of. I know it 
was quite a long journey, but on the other hand you can see it contained a lot of pretty basic stuff. 
I hope you found some cool tips and tricks. For those we were looking for step by step manual I 
can say that the key is to be patient and to be really gentle to your artwork and the result will pop 
up. Do what you do, experiment a lot, learn stuff and don’t give it up. Unfortunately there is no 
shortcut. If you know some feel free to email it to me, just kidding.  

Yeah, I can see some areas I could improve now, but  I did my best. Anyway I hope you enjoyed 
this Making Of, feel free to give me some feedback and check out more of my artworks on my 
website.

Web - www.isisdesignstudio.com
Email - info@isisdesignstudio.com 
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MUDBOX

Making of
 Queen of Death
Before I start describing the making of “Queen of Death”, I should mention when and why I cre-
ated it. Few months back I participated in a competition called the “Autodesk Mudbox challenge”.  
 
The theme was “Armed and Dangerous”. I found that it was an interesting theme and challenging 
too as in this process I need to learn Mudbox which was almost new software to me.
 
Topics I will cover in the tutorial are: 
 1. Concept Design
 2. Base mesh
 3. Sculpting 
 4. Topology
 5. UV layout
 6. Re-Projection and Re-Sculpting
 7. Texturing 
 8. Lighting
 9. Rendering
10. Composition in Photoshop

CONCEPT DESIGN

I started processing the con-
cept in my mind and came up 
with some ideas. For a long 
time, I had wanted to create a 
beast so I felt that this was a 
good time to give it a try.
 
One of my first ideas was a 
cute innocent child holding a 
lollipop in one hand and a gi-
ant horrible beast or creature 
on the other hand. I was about 
to finalize my concept and en-
title the piece “My Cute Poppy”
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It was then that I realized that there was no weapon in my image (as per the theme it was nec-
essary to have a weapon) and the child seemed too small to catch our eyes. Hence I decided 
to replace the child with an adult lady, where I would get some space to play with the armor and 
weapons. I took one of Mark Newman’s sculpted characters (for a quick rough idea of the look n 
feel) and placed it in my scene to see how it looked against my giant beast. I roughly sketched 
her clothes and hair and gave her a place-holder weapon.

Now I felt fairly satisfied with the characters. I intended to go for an ancient mythological look and 
not so sci-fi or futuristic.

I started collecting more reference and finding out ways to make my composition look more live. 
One name that came to my mind is Frank Frazetta – He was one of my favorite artistes. I find his 
work very interesting in several aspects. Besides, he made his characters look so alive and his 
works are so dynamic that they always tell us a story.

Thus, I started thinking of framing my artwork in action, more expression and overall in more 
dramatic presentation.

I started making rough sketches of my characters. I would scribble on a piece of paper or on my 
phone when I was not in front of my computer. 
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Above are the sketches which I did quickly in my 
mobile (Samsung Note I) whenever something 
came to my imagination. It helped me a lot as I 
progressed further.

Note: I have observed many times that interest-
ing images come to our mind unconsciously and 
when we least expect it. I recommend taking 
rough notes of them immediately, because they 
may prove valuable. Even just a rough sketch 
will help you not to forget. Later you can rede-
fine it, as I did.

On right is a quick concept design of the whole 
idea. 
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BASE MODEL FOR BEAST

I created the base mesh for the beast character in Maya. As you can see, I tried to keep the mesh 
to quads as much as possible and also tried to give approximately equal spacing between the 
edge loops, which helps while sculpting in multi sub-division level. I didn’t give myself much time 
for the base mesh as I had already planned to go for re-topology after the basic sculpt. 

In the image below, I have managed to make some saddle space on the beast’s back. I seated 
a default human mesh that comes with Mudbox as a place holder on the back of the beast and 
sculpted the volumes around it accordingly. Also, I played with the proportions, pushed the back 
legs further and sculpted out more details till I felt it was ready to go for re-topology.
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Once I got the major volumes and details, I went ahead for re-topology. 50% of my topology was 
done in MAYA and the rest in TopoGun. Below is a WIP screenshot from TopoGun.

Here is a shot of the completed topology of the beast along with other assets which were pend-
ing. Also, as you may have noticed, I created separate mesh for the ribs to get better control and 
better lighting and shadow for the particular area.

Note: Re-Topology 
was important for 
me as I didn’t want 
to use a displace-
ment map and I 
could give the de-
sired pose for the 
character at any 
time I wanted.
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UV

I know that many artist don’t like to spent much time on UVs as it usually seems like a boring job 
and therefore use auto generated or random UV’s. Even though I would say that is okay, spend-
ing a little more time on UV layout may save lots of time later on in the Texturing stage. 

I used a 4k map (4096x4096). As you can see below, I mirrored the UV shells and also tried to 
utilize as much space as possible in the 0 to 1 grid. This definitely made my job faster and easier 
while Texturing. I was able to spend more time on getting finer details on one side and then easily 
copy the same on the other side in Photoshop. So technically, I saved lots of time while getting 
better details. By using the maximum of your UV space, you will get more pixels to paint for your 
character. 

TRANSFERRING SCULPTED DETAILS

I transferred the sculpted details through Mudbox 
(transfer details) in the new retopologized and UV-
ready model.

QUEEN MODELING

I chose the default human base mesh in Mudbox to 
start sculpting my Queen character. As you can see 
below, I changed the proportion step by step to give 
a feminine look with basic volumes and shapes. At 
this stage I was mostly concentrating on her basic anatomy without looking for the finer details. 
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As a next step, I prepared a new topology for the Queen character and carried on with finer 
sculpting. This new topology was rig ready and important to me as I don’t have to be worried 
while giving the final pose and expression. Also I tried to create the topology to match with the 
silhouette of her anatomy so that I don’t have to use Displacement map which is expensive in the 
final Rendering stage.

Below is a close-up of her face topo and anatomy.
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Once I was done with the sculpting, it was time to de-
sign her costume and other related assets. I started 
with a screen grab of the sculpted Queen character 
and sketched out rough 
designs on separate 
layers in Photoshop. I 
love to work in this way 
as it saves lots of time 
and I can turn out more 
designs quickly. Direct-
ly starting on 3D might 
consume more time 
and also make it diffi-
cult to experiment with 
varieties so quickly. 

Costume design in 
Photoshop made my 
job easy and I was 
able to quickly move on 
to modeling the base 
mesh of her clothes in 
Maya.

You can see that I start-
ed the base modeling of 
her clothes. At this point, 
I also modeled her basic 
facial expression and 
straightened her arms 
to give a standard rigga-
ble pose.
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QUEEN’S UV LAYOUT

I planned to go for a single texture page for her skin instead of multiple texture pages. Again I 
tried to utilize the maximum UV space and placed each shell carefully to minimize wastage of 
space.

PREPARING FOR THE FINAL POSE

At this stage my characters were ready for the action pose. I planned to model the rest of the 
pending props and sculpting details after I was done with the posing.
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As Mudbox supports .fbx format and maya joints with skin weights, I did a very basic joint setup 
for my characters in Maya with painted weights. Then I exported it as .fbx and started experi-
menting with poses in Mudbox.

Note: You can experiment with 
multiple poses in Mudbox and 
save them individually in the 
same Mudbox or .mud file. 
Above is a screen grab of the 
Poses tool menu in Mudbox.
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The above image shows the painted weights in MAYA and below is a pose made in Mudbox with 
the same skeleton.

While posing the beast I referred a few images of 
leaping tigers collected from internet. Also I tried to 
give a feeling of heaviness for his body.

Once I was done with the basic pose with the help 
of joints, I started re-sculpting it and fine-tuned a 
few areas.
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To showcase more aggression, force and body strength, I tried focusing on the silhouette and 
the overall curve of the body. I also straightened a few of the body parts like neck, the line from 
shoulder to elbow etc. The below image will make my points clearer.

Breaking the symmetry also is important to give a natural and lively look.

I had to stop at the 6th subdivision level as there were a lot more assets to come which would 
require a lot of memory.
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DESIGNING THE BOW AND ARROW

The Queen’s weapon was still pending, so I again started with a rough concept for it, then mod-
eled the base mesh in Maya and sculpted in Mudbox as shown in the image.

POSING THE QUEEN CHARACTER

I did the basic rigging for the queen in MAYA 
and posed her in Mudbox, using the same tech-
niques that I used for the Beast.

To avoid a boring and flat pose I conciously 
tried not to make her look as if she is posing for 
the camera. Aggressive expression, bent and 
twisted torso, tilted Bow, flowing hair braids etc 
played a very vital role in her overall pose.
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TEXTURING THE BEAST

Mudbox is an extremely flexible tool for texturing as you can have more than one layer with mul-
tiple blending options just like Photoshop. You can have more than one map like Color, Specular, 
Bump etc. at the same time. Also, you can switch to Photoshop at any time with the help of “Ex-
port screen to PSD” and get back in Mudbox with “Re-Import from PSD” to continue painting in 
3D viewport.

Beast Texture

As I hadn’t prepaired any color con-
cepts for the beast, I didn’t have much 
idea about the exact texture that I 
wanted for the Beast. Hence, I started 
experimenting and played with vari-
ous color combinations and slowly got 
a direction to go forward. Below I have 
given some WIP images to show how 
I progressed.

Step 1 – I started blocking out with 
reddish tint but I felt that it wasn’t so 
interesting.

Step 2 – Tried multiple colors but it 
was looking too colorful.

Step 3 – Toning down the colors to-
wards dark grey. Here I started liking 
the tonal value and went forward with 
finetuning it more.
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Step 4 – Here I am almost done with my Diffuse map.

 
Step 5 – To make my Beast look more interesting, I started painting the inner lava in bright red-
dish yellow color. As this all was a bit experimental, I took separate layer for that, which you can 
see on the right hand upper corner a layer named “ beast_fire”. It’s very important as anytime I 
can edit the color and play with transperancy etc.
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TEXTURING THE QUEEN

I wanted to paint the Queen’s skin a bit dark. I started with a fair skin and tried to make it dark 
with the required value changes.

Step 1 – Projecting skin color is a pretty simple and straight-forward process. I loaded a few 
hi-res images from my library as stencils and with the help of the Projection Brush in Mudbox, I 
easily managed to paint the whole body skin.

Step 2 –  I am done with the skin diffuse 
map. I brought the tone down from a fair 
skin to a mid dark tone.
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Step 3 – Here again I took the supports of layers. As you can see I painted her blue colored mask 
in a different layer and also for the Kajal(eye-liner). Later I changed the hue and converted the 
blue to green.

 
Step 4 – As I mentioned before it is fun to do texturing in Mudbox. With the help of stencil, here 
I’m projecting a leather texture to create bump map.
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Some more updates are given below

Below are the Diffuse Maps of the Queen and the Beast
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CAMERA

I took the final posed models into MAYA and set my camera angle, so that I could show my char-
acters and the action in the best way possible. I placed my camera closer to the ground to give 
a dynamic look.

Maya Shading

For the Characters’ skin and also for the elephant tusk, I used SSS Maya Mental Ray Shader. 
Below you can see the SSS shading network for the Queen and the Beast’s skin. I used multiple 
maps for better control.
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LIGHTING

Lighting is one of the most important areas of CG. Bad lighting would definitely spoil all the hard 
work which I had done so far. I wanted to do something in lighting which would make my artwork 
more dramatic. To avoid flat lighting I tried to play with more shadows and Rim light to get a more 
3 dimensional feel.

I started with a simple 3 point lighting concept. I placed Key, Fill and Rim lights and also an area 
light for bounce light from bottom with a low intensity.

As the final render was going to be a still image, there was plenty of scope to play with light. For 
an example – If you feel that a particular part is not getting proper rim light, you can create a 
separate light just for that area, to achieve what you are looking for. 

Maya Mental-Ray Render

I rendered four passes, namely 1.Diffuse, 2. Specular, 3.Ambient, 4. Ambient Occlusion which 
I later composited together to form the Beauty Render. I also rendered the saliva in a separate 
render pass.
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Later, I rendered a few more passes for Rim highlight.

Final Composition

As the Beauty Render was to be a still image, I chose 
Photoshop for the Final Comp. I added some elements 
like smoke and the green lightning effect in Photoshop. 
I also adjusted the exposure value.

The background was painted in Photoshop. I kept it dark 
and blended down the details so as to keep the focus 
always on the characters.

Hope you got some useful stuff from this !!

Email - mridulsen2007@gmail.com 
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CGARENA STORE

DEMON GIRL: COMPLETE CHARACTER COURSE - In this Complete 
Character Modeling course, instructor Dylan Brady takes us through the 
entire character creation process of his Demon Girl from start to finish. We 
cover everything from gathering reference and concept, building a base 
mesh in 3ds Max, sculpting in ZBrush, all the way to baking the maps and 
texturing the character. In this course (Vol1 - Vol 4), we’ll cover almost 
every step of the workflow with multiple softwares and workflows, and it’s 
sure to propel your character modeling skills to the next level!

UDK MODULAR MASTERCLASS - EFFICIENTLY CREATING AN EN-
TIRE SCENE - CIn this demonstration Tor Frick guides you through build-
ing a scene from the ground up in Unreal Development Kit (UDK). He starts 
by blocking out the basic scene in UDK using BSP and then moves on to 
creating a base asset in Modo by using various poly-modelling and sculpt-
ing techniques, from which all the textures will be generated, and then 
bakes the Normal & Ambient Occlusion maps within Modo. This training is 
perfect for those who want to learn how to efficiently create modular envi-
ronments in UDK.

THE DARK ART OF MENTAL RAY - If you find yourself rendering over 
and over again for hours at a time, this is the tutorial for you. In this tutorial 
we’ll attempt to demystify mental rays render pass system paying special 
attention to the mia_material_x and it’s outputs. We’ll also look at common 
uses for render layers such as ambient occlusion and depth. We’ll show 
you how to split your image apart to achieve an almost material level con-
trol in post. We’ll delve into complex masking with pass contribution maps 
as well as simple masks using custom color passes. We will be using nuke 
in this course for the post production work all scene files will be included.

visit
 www.cgarena.com/store

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

http://www.cgarena.com/store/udk-modular-masterclass
http://www.cgarena.com/store/female-character-modeling
http://www.cgarena.com/store/dark-art-mental-ray




3DS MAX, AFTER EFFECTS

Making of
Dinner Dream
Hi, my name is Amir Akbarshahi and I am a CG graphic artist who’s been living in Iran/Tehran. 
This image was a personal project. I created this 
image purely for fun. 

I tried to record the dream of a glutton boy in this 
image for evermore drooling. This image took me 
about five days to complete during my free time.

For this character, the idea was to create a charac-
ter in a cartoon style with a good charisma.

Software used in this project is 3dsmax, after ef-
fects and photoshop. The character modeling rig-
ging was done by my friend Navid khezli.

For this project I paid more attention to the Render part and composite my character.
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To create the funny scene. I tried to create a classic atmosphere.

For rendering I used VRay, and turned on Global Illumination and light cache. I also added an 
HDR image on the Environment map.
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For the lighting I did some render test. Some were just for the skin and some with the cloth be-
neath the kid costume, so I could see how each shader was affected.

The final light rig came out like this: I used six VRay planar and seven sphere lights as soft lights 
(or diffuse lights) .  

I’ve created my skin shader using Vray SSS2 shader, I tried to get a cartoon shader for this char-
acter.
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I rendered three passes; vrayMtID pass, vray objectID pass, vray normal pass, Ambient occlu-
sion Vray pass and a Z-depth pass.

For composite I used After Effects and Photoshop.

Thank you for reading. I hope you enjoyed this Making of.

Email - a_max3d@yahoo.com
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MAYA

Making of
 Guerillas
Hey everybody! I’m Maxim Fleury and here I will take a look at the 
work I did for my version of Brahm Revel’s GUERILLAS’s Cover. I 
found his comic while browsing through the Kickstarter page and 
loved the artwork so I backed him. And when I received the comics 
a couple of months later (he had to make them first :D) I fell in love 
with this cover.

But I was really busy at the time and it had to wait. This is often how 
it goes, some sort of image takes root in my head and then when I 
find the time or inspiration I work it out. So when my project at work 
wound down I set to modelling. At first I just used the cover to cre-
ate a very simple base mesh in Maya.
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And then I used another guerrilla’s cover to 
block out the face as it was a nice front view. 

And then I turned my attention to the gun as I 
like to do those kinds of hard surface objects in 
Maya. First I looked for a lot of reference using 
Google. 

And then I created a subdi-
vidable model of the M16 at 
the origin. Looking at the side 
view and the reference I just 
filled with every bit of the gun. 
I also had some more refer-
ence open on my other moni-
tor to fill in the gaps. With a 
complicated model like this 
it’s very important to divide it 
up into smaller manageable 
chunks.

I then put the gun into position and worked out my blocking model some more until I was happy 
from all angles. When you work mostly from 1 angle it’s very easy to make something too thin or 
thick, so keep looking at it from all angles to make sure it looks good. It’s important for ZBrush 
(where I was going next) to make sure that you have an even distribution of your polygons. That 
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way you won’t have a whole lot of detail in 
places where you don’t need it later on.

I then took my model into ZBrush in sepa-
rate objs. I made an obj for the head, helmet, 
shirt, pants, legs, arms, gun etc. That way 
you can import them all and then appends 
them together as subtools.

And that allows you to work on smaller mod-
els and one at a time. Because I took my 
time in Maya I had a nice edge flow and 

that really helps while sculpting. Taking care that I 
wasn’t working on 1 area too much I slowly build 
up the entire model. For the folds in the fabric I 
mainly looked at what was in the picture and my 
own cloths. And the rest was done using reference 
from full metal jacket :D and for the face I did a 
Google search for chimpanzee and just had that 
open next to my ZBrush. 

Next up was Texturing but I didn’t UV anything, 
just polypainted it in ZBrush. Because I have dif-
ferent subtools for all the parts I can assign them 
different materials using Color>FillObject and set-
ting my channel to M for material or MRGB for 
material and colour. For the color scheme of the 
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chimpanzee I used my reference and colour picked from that while painting. For the cloths I used 
the Full Metal Jacket reference. Using cavity masks I tried to vary the colours and not make it 
feel painted.

Then I masked part of the arms, legs and face and using 
ZBrush’s fybermesh I created his hairy arms, legs and face. 
This was then sculpted a bit to make it more natural and I 
polypainted some colour variation in there.

After having added some plants (modelled in Maya) and 
grass (using fybermesh) I did a simple 3point light setup in 
ZBrush and rendered my passes using the BPR render.
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These were then taken into Photoshop and blended 
together. As I didn’t have that many passes that was 
quiet easy, just multiply your shadow and AO pass and 
maybe tweak a little bit with the depth pass. But the 
main work was done in the background and the ciga-
rette which was made of some elements found through 
Google.

And the background was made up of smoke elements 
mixed with graphical jungle elements. I then added a 
very thin outline at some places to emphasize the rim-
light and make it pop a bit more. The only thing I regret 
now is that I didn’t paint the back of the little stone 
mount he’s sitting on. But I’m quite happy with the re-
sult (and so is Brahm :D).

Thanks for reading and feel free to 
email me with questions (I know this 
is pretty quick)

Web - www.maximfleury.com

Email - info@maximfleury.com
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Erick Inojosa, Brazil
erick.inj@hotmail.com
3ds Max, Maya, ZBrush
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Chen Zhang, China
zcwww--2030212@163.com
Maya, ZBrush
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Alejandro Ruano, Spain
drakexxi@yahoo.es
3ds Max





David Munoz Velazquez, Spain
munozvelazquez@gmail.com
Softimage, 3ds Max, ZBrush
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Rudy Massar, Netherlands
rudymassar@gmail.com
ZBrush
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Rudy Massar, Netherlands
rudymassar@gmail.com
ZBrush

Aleksandr Kuskov, Ukraine
natikks@gmail.com
Maya, Mental Ray



Victor Hugo Dias de Sousa, Brazil
victor@vhugo.com
3ds Max, Vray, ZBrush



Oliver Pabilona, Philippines
olvr_pbln@yahoo.com
3ds Max, ZBrush
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John Martini, USA
jokermartini@hotmail.com
3ds Max, Nuke
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Mridul Sen, India
mridulsen2007@gmail.com
ZBrush, Maya
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 Please consider the environment before printing this magazine. 
Save Paper. 100% Environment Respect.



How to send in your images.. .
We showcase the cream of reader images in magazine and on website gallery. 

Here’s how to get yours noticed

Upload Images through Website
Follow this link http://www.cgarena.com/submit.php

This is by far the quickest and easiest way to send your images to us.
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